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BEST NEW SUNGLASSES / HEADWEAR

WX BOSS WITH KRYPTEK

WILEY X WINS AND NEW
DEALS QUICKLY FOLLOW

A

new ‘Boss’ moved onto the
block at this year’s EFTTEX
Best New Product Awards
in the shape of eyewear
manufacturer Wiley X.
The company broke the
stranglehold of North American-based Costa
to be crowned winner of the Sunglasses and
Headwear category of the awards following the
success of its Wiley X Boss with Kryptek®
– much to the delight of Thomas Wæver, the company’s EMEA
Vice President and Outdoor Director, who had set his stall on securing
Awards season 2017-18
the prize at the first time of asking.
“We knew we had a fair chance of succeeding because Wiley X brings
features to the table that no other premium producer of eyewear can
deliver – among them our patented facial cavity™ seal.
“It was a feeling of great pride to go up to the podium to collect the award
on behalf of all my hard-working colleagues, distributors and dealers as all of us
are endeavouring each day to push our unique brand forward.”
Wæver (right) believes that the award will open new doors for Wiley X in fishing
and beyond. “As we are a function brand and not a fashion one, it will present
opportunities for us in many of our other divisions, including hunting and shooting.
“The recognition the award brings will help us to gain access to countries that
we are not represented in. My office covers all of
Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Russia, so
there is still a lot of potential out there.”
C O N TAC T
The day after winning the award Wiley X closed
WILEY
X EMEA
distribution deals in France, Iran and Hungary and
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Wæver expects to finalise agreements in Germany,
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Bulgaria, Finland, Malta and the Ukraine soon.
W: www.wileyx.eu
“At the end of the day it is really nice to see all
our hard work paying off. It also means that we will WILEY X USA
T: +1 800 776 7842
have to defend our title next year and Wiley X will
E: ay@wileyx.com
be fighting hard to show the trade that we are
W: www.wileyx.com
worthy of winning the title for years to come.”

The product

Why the WX Boss shines

The new WX Boss combines advanced
lens technology with a frame dressed
in Kryptek® Highlander® camouflage.
Unlike traditional leaf and stick camouflage, Kryptek’s design incorporates
micro and macro layering inspired by
artillery camouflage netting.
The result is a 3D appearance on a
2D surface and the ability to increase
stealth while pursuing a wide range
of quarry in mixed terrain.
To deliver the sharp vision needed
by anglers to stalk fish from the river
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banks or on the water, this unique
frame is fitted with Wiley X’s
Polarised Venice Gold Mirror lenses.
These advanced lenses combine
an amber tint, 12% light transmission and advanced eight-layer
polarisation for a superior
glare-cutting performance in highly
reflective environments.
Wiley X’s T-Shell™ coating resists
scratching in extreme environments,
ensuring long-term durability in
real-world outdoor conditions.
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